
Sunday 25th July 2021  

John 6 1-21 

The feeding of the five thousand, Jesus walks on water 

 

Last week in the reading from Mark, I mentioned that we had not read the 

feeding of the five thousand, and Jesus walking on water. Today’s reading is 

John’s account of these two miracles. 

Jesus is with his disciples, and a large crowd approached him. Philip’s comment 

was ‘How can we feed these people?’ Then we hear the story of the five loaves 

and fishes, and how after Jesus had blessed the food, there was enough food for 

all, with some left over. When I  read this today, it was verses 14 and 15 that 

stood out for me – I don’t think they had really registered before.. What do you 

think ? John’s comment in verse 15 is that Jesus realised that he was going to be 

taken by force and made king, and therefore left. I think John is again stressing 

Jesus’s true role. I wonder if you had this thought. 

We then have John’s report of the second miracle – Jesus walking on water. 

Another amazing happening. The disciples are in a boat crossing the lake, and 

there was a strong wind. Jesus comes to them walking across the water, and 

stilling the wind, so they can make the other side safely. Another instance of 

Jesus’s power, and  again showing his disciples his power as the Son of God. I 

think John is making us very clear about this too 

We have probably not been able to witness happenings like these, but I am sure 

we have been aware of Jesus’s presence in our lives particularly in times of 

stress and difficulty. I know I can think of many times in my life, when I have 

been very aware of Jesus standing beside me to support and love me. . I hope 

you have found this too. 

I know I am very grateful for Jesus presence in my life, and thank him 

constantly for this. 

 

With love and blessings   Jill Gollins xx 


